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Are you looking for extra capacity for your business
needs? Our new Prostock R-Line might be the perfect
fit. As a pioneer in modular construction, we 
have redefined the possibilities of temporary and semi-
permanent structures, by developing a Eurocode-
compliant building that can be delivered within a few
weeks. Say goodbye to the limitations of traditional
construction methods and embrace the efficiency and
flexibility of the Prostock R-Line!

Quickly Meet Your Capacity Demands
The Prostock R-Line is a cutting-edge, lightweight, yet
robust industrial hall that can be delivered swiftly. It is
designed to be perfectly suited for short-term projects
as well as long-term use. If you’re looking for a space
solution that is finetuned to meet your every need, look
no further – we’ve got you covered.

The Future of Industrial Buildings
Flexible, multifunctional and quick-to build: 
meet the Prostock R-Line



Why choose the Prostock R-Line?

Turnkey Delivery: Experience seamless project execution with our turnkey delivery service.
Within a matter of weeks, your tailor-made building will be ready to serve your specific
requirements. Our turnkey delivery service includes all requested additional facilities and
amenities, such as lighting, sanitation, climate control, office space, locker rooms, and so on.
 

Scalable and Versatile: Adaptability is at the heart of the Prostock R-Line. Whether you need
a standalone structure or wish to connect it to existing buildings, this modular solution
seamlessly integrates with your setup. And the best part is, that your new facility will remain
scalable and relocatable after installation, meaning it can grow (or shrink) along with your
capacity demands. That’s what we call permanent flexibility!

Eurocode Compliance: Rest assured knowing that the Prostock R-Line meets the highest
European standards, providing exceptional safety and reliability.

Applications for Every Industry: From (cold) storage halls to warehouses, production facilities to
supermarkets/showrooms, and even canteens or sports halls, the Prostock R-Line caters to a
wide range of commercial applications. Its versatility knows no bounds.

A solid long-term investment: Another benefit of the Prostock R-Line is its longevity. Its robust
design ensures a standard lifespan of over two decades, giving you extended value and 
peace of mind. With proper maintenance, the R-Line can even be used indefinitely. Whether you
rent or buy this structure, the R-Line is cost-efficient (without compromising on quality 
and durability) and represents a solid investment.

Unprecedented Wind and Snow Load Capacities: The Prostock R-Line already has a standard
wind load of 27 m/s and a snow load of 85 kg/m2, but higher wind and snow load 
capacities are available upon request. Together with its robustness, the R-Line is suitable for use
in practically all climates. 







With the Prostock R-Line, we have created a remarkably sturdy building that can be swiftly installed and dismantled, all
while adhering to Eurocode standards. The fact that it’s highly adaptable (designed to your specs, able to change in
terms of size and function after installation) makes it ideal for mid to long-term rentals, offering a solution that can be a
perfect fit for either several months, years, or even decades. 

The Prostock R-Line allows you to quickly adapt to
(or anticipate) market developments, production
peeks, unforeseen circumstances or changes in
company policy. The R-Line let’s you experience true
flexibility, giving you the opportunity to optimize your
processes at all times. 

A bespoke solution
The Prostock R-Line comes fully equipped with a
comprehensive range of complementary elements,
including pedestrian doors, roller shutter doors, 
loading bays, gutters and downspouts, and a choice 
of insulated or non-insulated coverings. Furthermore,
it seamlessly integrates with our extensive line of
options and add-ons, such as smoke outlets, turn-
and-tilt windows, high-speed doors, and steel
meshes on the sides and roof. Please contact us for
all available options. 

Embrace the Future 
Don't settle for conventional construction methods that
consume time and resources. Embrace the future of
temporary buildings with the Prostock R-Line. Contact us
today to explore the limitless possibilities it offers for your
business.

Choose The Perfect Configuration
The Prostock R-Line is available with side heights of 
4.7 meters, which is ideal for standard-sized doors, 
and 7 meters, allowing accessibility for large vehicles and
the option to configure it as a two-story building. Choose
from a range of widths, including 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30
meters, offering the flexibility to accommodate various
spatial requirements.

Experience true flexibility



Technical specifications and options

Dimensions

Size: 10m, 15m, 20m, 25m, 30m

Side height: 4.7 – 7m

Truss spacing: 5m

Snow load (roof): 85kg/m2, considerably higher 

snow loads available on request

Safety

NV65 / Eurocodes / EN13782

All PVC coated membranes are flame retardant / d0 EN13501-1

Options

Cassette floor

Anti-skid cassette floor

Plate floor

Grey inflatable roof cover

Emergency door

Overhead door

Side panels
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